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Welcome to the latest edition of ‘Your Airport’, the community e-newsletter
to keep you up to date with the latest from Birmingham Airport.
As we end 2020 and move into the New Year, there
is time to reflect on this most extraordinary of years,
mourning the loss of so many lives and coming to
terms with the devastation the pandemic has
brought to individual lives and livelihoods.

In this edition of Your Airport we bring you updates
on how the airport has adapted to the pandemic and
the challenges we have all faced, and how we’re
working to retain those all-important connections
with our neighbours.

Aviation has been amongst the industries most severely impacted by the restrictions we’ve all had to
endure. We made a decision early on to remain
open, in support of cargo, emergency and medical
flights that needed essential airport services to and
from our region and to meet the needs of the very
few passengers still flying. During the first three
months of the pandemic, passenger volumes
dropped by 99.5%. From the middle of July, we saw
a recovery as the Government introduced its travel
corridors, though this proved to be very short lived
as first Spain and then other major leisure destinations such as Greece and then Turkey were removed from the exemptions list. Since March we
have seen a 91% drop in passenger volumes compared with the same period last year and it is with
huge regret that we have had to reduce the size of
our workforce to meet this new reality.

I hope you find this edition interesting and I look forward to bringing you some good news in future editions, as we begin to return to something approaching normality. As always, we would love to hear your
thoughts on these and any other issues that are important to you, so please do get in touch. In the
meantime, I wish you and your families a safe,
healthy and prosperous New Year.

Nevertheless, with the support of our staff and our
shareholders, we remain optimistic for the future.
Although a full recovery may take several years, we
know that with vaccines now becoming available,
we will be in a strong position to serve our customers and provide the region with the air services it
needs to thrive.
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Food donations help out local
charities

Environment Update
Backing a Green Recovery
Birmingham Airport Chief Executive Officer Nick Barton has joined other leaders of the UK’s aviation businesses in
urging a strengthened partnership between Government and the aviation
sector to achieve the goal of making zero-emissions flight possible. At the
same time — and despite the pandemic
— Birmingham Airport’s own commitment to become a zero-carbon airport
by 2033 remains in place.

Third, the UK must maintain its commitment to
delivering airspace modernisation, to eliminate
inefficiencies, shorten journey times and reduce
carbon emissions.

As the industry continues to face the greatest
crisis in its history, the Sustainable Aviation coalition, of which Birmingham Airport is a member,
has written to Prime Minister Boris Johnson highlighting how, with Government backing, aviation
can support a green recovery. The letter spells
out three areas where more co-operation between government and the industry could help
the UK lead the way.

As well as supporting these initiatives, we remain
committed to managing its own emissions and to
becoming a net-zero carbon airport by 2033 and
have taken the opportunity presented by the
coronavirus pandemic to reduce our energy usage and carbon emissions by scrutinising our
operations and switching off or reducing energy
usage in closed or under-utilised facilities.

First, the Government is urged to back a sustainable aviation fuels industry in the UK, which as
well as taking a major step forward on the road
to achieving net zero, would generate thousands
of highly skilled green jobs and help to level-up
the UK economy.
Second, Government should increase its support
for technological innovation to help deliver electric, hybrid and hydrogen powered aircraft which
have the potential to revolutionise regional and
short-haul travel and deliver net zero aviation.

Birmingham Airport and Sustainable Aviation has
welcomed the creation of the government’s Jet
Zero Council, which brings together aviation and
aerospace leaders, sustainable aviation fuel
companies, investors, academics and representatives from the environmental sector to drive the
ambitious delivery of new technologies and innovative ways to cut aviation emissions in order to
help meet the government’s 2050 net zero goal.

For our onsite food and beverage providers, one of the
consequences of the pandemic was the significant
amount of food that could potentially have gone to waste
as the airport effectively closed for business. As the country entered lockdown in late March, our concessionaires
had large amounts of stock still within its ‘use by’ or ‘sell
by’ date.
Working in partnership with our waste services providers
UK Waste Services Ltd and OCS, we moved quickly to secure a route whereby this food could be donated safely to
local projects. We were able to do this because we had
already developed a scheme to take food that has just
passed its ‘sell by’ date and donate it to local charities.
Nearly two tonnes of food have already been donated in
this way.
One of the projects to have benefitted is Unite 4 Homeless, a Birmingham based-charity which provides food for
homeless people on the city’s streets. Another has been
Around Again, a charity addressing food poverty and
health inequalities in North Solihull, where there’s a 10year difference in male life expectancy compared to the
south of the Borough. In partnership with the Colebridge
Trust, Around Again operates the ‘Social Supermarket’ in
Fordbridge, where families in need have access to lowcost food whilst being offered support with money advice,
volunteering and access to employment schemes.
The charity received a grant of
£2,500.00 from our Community
Trust Fund in 2017, for help
with storage requirements
when setting up the scheme.
As the impact of the pandemic
continues to be felt, demand
for the charity’s services has
grown significantly, so we’re
offering further support by encouraging staff to donate
food, cleaning products, personal care items and anything
else they would normally buy
as part of their weekly shop to
boost the charity’s supplies in
the run up to Christmas.
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Airport invests in new noise monitors
Birmingham Airport has begun a programme to replace its fixed community noise monitors and has introduced the latest version of the industry-leading
noise and track-keeping system, ANOMS 9.
ANOMS, (Airport Noise and Operations Monitoring System) is a sophisticated system that uses radar data from Air Traffic Control to record details of the height, speed and position of every aircraft operating
into and out of Birmingham Airport, as well as those overflying the
area, up to an altitude of 9,000 feet. Our six community noise monitors
are an integral part of the system, recording noise events which, when
matched against the actual tracks over the ground we obtain from the
radar data, gives us a set of highly accurate data with which we can
measure and understand the impact of aircraft activity in the local
community. This allows us to investigate noise complaints and to facilitate operational trials and other studies into these impacts.
Monitors are located three to the north of the runway and three to the
south. The most used of these are the ‘centreline’ monitors, located
directly beneath the centreline of the runway six kilometres from the
point at which the aircraft begins its take off roll. These are supported
by two others, each located one kilometre either side of the centreline
monitor. All are triggered to begin recording noise above a certain
threshold and we can replay these recordings to confirm the monitor
has not been triggered by other loud noises such as motor-cycles, Ice
Cream vans or even, in one instance, a hooting owl perched on top of
the monitor itself!
The new monitors will increase the system’s reliability and make use
of updated 4G technology, rather than the fixed land lines of those
they replace. The first of the new monitors is now in place on the centreline to the south of the airport at Eastcote Lane in Eastcote and
installation of the others will take place over the coming months. You
can find out more about how we monitor aircraft noise on our website
here.

Airport shortlisted for Sustainability Award
Birmingham Airport’s waste and recycling programmes have been shortlisted for an award at the prestigious edie Sustainability Leaders Awards.
The awards showcase projects from businesses
across the UK which are embedding sustainability in
their operations and demonstrating results through
innovation, engagement and a commitment to doing
business better.
Working with UK Waste Services Ltd (UKWSL) and
our service provider OCS, our award application highlights how in recent years, we’ve improved our waste
performance, increasing recycling rates from 32% in
2015/16 to 40% in 2017/18. We’ve been operating
this year at around 50% and have set ourselves the
goal of pushing for 65% recycling by December 2020.
We aim to achieve this by analysing our waste composition to identify areas for improvement, launching
an employee engagement programme to create buyin for our sustainability goals and implementing source
segregation for key waste streams to maximise recycling.
Our recycling programmes have delivered social value
too. Passengers frequently fail to collect suitcases
from baggage reclaim. Rather than the cases and
their contents going to waste, they can be a useful
source of help for a number of charities. Newlife, the
charity for disabled children have received an additional £8,900 of income by selling suitcases we have
donated. Bags of Hope UK works to improve the experiences of children and young people in the care
system and our waste partner UKWSL has forged a
partnership with them to deliver bags from the same
source, while in 2019 two tonnes of abandoned clothing and around 225 buggies were donated to the Salvation Army.
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New Corporate Charity

Community News
Airport Community Trust Fund back in business
Our Community Trust Fund has been suspended since March, but despite the catastrophic
impact of Covid-19 on airport revenues, we remain committed to our flagship community investment programme, which is now back in
business – and looking to help out as the pandemic continues.

When lockdown began back in March, the eight independent Trustees were about to meet to discuss the
latest round of applications, but their deliberations
were cut short by lockdown restrictions and staff furlough. Now, we’re delighted to report that they will
meet again in January to consider those applications
put on hold in the spring - and that we’re again accepting new applications.

The Birmingham Airport Community Trust Fund is a
registered charity which makes grants of up to £3,000
to community groups in those areas affected by airport
operations. Funded by Birmingham Airport Ltd, it has
awarded more than £1.6 million to hundreds of projects in schools, sports clubs, church halls and many
other organisations, with the aim of improving the
health and well-being of our neighbouring communities.

In particular, the Trustees will be encouraging applications from projects that are addressing the impact of
the pandemic on local communities.
A new set of awards will be made in April 2021, so if
you, or someone you know, is involved with a local
community project and could do with a helping hand,
why not visit our website to find out more and make an
application?

Earlier this year we announced the result of a staff
ballot to choose a new corporate charity to be the
focus of our fundraising activities over the next
three years.
For many years, Birmingham Airport has been a proud supporter
of Acorns Children’s Hospice, the much-loved Midlands charity
caring for children with life-limiting illness and their families.
Over the years, our staff have raised many thousands of pounds
through everyday fundraising and larger events such as our abseils down our 100-foot office building and a midnight run down
our 3,000 metre runway.
Our new charity partner is Solihull Mind. With the impact of the
pandemic on people’s mental health becoming more evident, it’s
proved to be a timely choice and although we’ve not yet been
able to get into our stride, we have kept in touch with Mind and
they have been able to offer invaluable advice on how staff can
deal with the impact of the pandemic on their mental health.
We’ve also enlisted Solihull Mind’s help is delivering a programme of mental health awareness training as part of ‘Here for
each other’, our newly-launched health and wellbeing programme for employees. Moving forward, we’ll be recruiting recruiting mental health awareness champions and mental health
first aiders when we’ll again be looking to Solihull Mind for guidance, advice and support.
All of this is very much in line with what we envisaged for our
new charity partnership, where rather than simply acting as
fundraisers, valuable though that is, we wanted to develop a real
partnership, where both parties were able to understand what
was important to the other and contribute to each other’s success. We’re very much looking forward to working with Solihull
Mind to make this a reality.

Previous awards have included a grant of £2,000 to
Coleshill Parish Church for repairs to the church bells
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Community News
A Night at the Airport
Our education programme seeks to connect pupils and teachers to the wonderful learning resource that the Airport represents. We work with schools
and other education providers to run visits and events to inspire and challenge young people from nursery to university. One of the last events we
were able to stage before the spring lockdown was Flight Camp.
More than 50 children joined us after school to complete a range of flight-related science activities, but instead of getting back on their minibuses to go home, once the activities were over they
pitched their tents, got into their sleeping bags and settled down for an airport sleepover.
We worked with The Primary Science Teaching Trust, a charitable trust helping to improve the
teaching and learning of primary science across the UK, to plan the event which consisted of experiments, demonstrations and hands on activities exploring the science of flight.
Also on hand were pilots and cabin crew from Jet2, firefighters from Birmingham Airport’s Fire
and Rescue Service and Police Officers from the West Midlands Airport Police Unit, who delighted the children by answering all their questions, helping them try on their kit and telling them all
about what it is like to do their exciting jobs.
There were refreshments on hand throughout to keep energy levels up (mainly for the adults!)
and then, as it neared 10 in the evening, came the challenging task of settling the children down
for a night’s sleep in their pop-up tents and sleeping bags - no easy task given the levels of excitement in the room.
Eventually though, while the Airport carried on its 24-hour cycle outside, peace descended, and
everyone was able to get a (more or less) good night’s sleep. Next morning it was up early for
breakfast and then back to school to tell their friends about an experience they’ll hopefully never
forget.
We are hugely indebted to all our education partners and especially to our airport colleagues
who gave up their time and who got stuck in so enthusiastically to make sure everyone had a
very special event. Although our education programme is currently paused during the pandemic,
we can’t wait for the time when it’s safe to run events like this again.
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Airport Developments

Innovative schemes help save livelihoods

Navigating the Covid-19 Pandemic

Birmingham Airport made the decision to remain open and operational early on in the pandemic, servicing the needs of the small number
of passengers and aircraft operators who
needed to keep flying.
We saw a significant rise in passenger numbers when restrictions began to be lifted during the summer, though this
proved to be a short-lived phenomenon as the number of
countries on the Government’s list of those not requiring
quarantine on return shrank. In all of this, our number one
priority was to make the terminal as Covid-secure as possible and our team worked incredibly hard to make that happen.
We quickly made some big decisions on how the terminal
would operate, closing off some facilities, looking at one-way
systems and introducing a single entry point through which
all staff and passengers had to pass. We made face coverings inside the terminal mandatory, well in advance of the
point at which government took action and we also introduced mandatory temperature checks for everyone entering
the building. Hand sanitizing points were installed at dozens
of points throughout the building.

Clear and easy to follow signage was important in helping
passengers navigate and understand the new requirements
and we made use of our social media channels and our web
site to help them prepare for what to expect, including a stepby-step video. Feedback suggests most passengers felt safe
using the facility throughout and passenger satisfaction
scores increased in many cases.
We also took the opportunity provided by the unprecedented
fall in traffic to undertake some of those maintenance and
repair tasks that are difficult to schedule in the normally busy
airport. In particular, we were able to solve the long-standing
issue of poor drainage at the site of the Runway 33 glideslope
aerial, part of the Instrument Landing System which enables
aircraft to land safely at night and in poor visibility. The issue
here was that puddles of standing water were interfering
with the radio signals on which the system operates.
This was a complex engineering and technical fix that ordinarily would have involved closing the runway and the only
time this would normally be feasible would be at night. Taking
advantage of the exceptionally low number of aircraft movements and working during the day made the process run
much more smoothly and the system is now back fully operational.

One of the many impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic has
been the effect on jobs and the world of aviation has
seen more than of its share of redundancies resulting
from the virtual shutdown of international flying during
the crisis.
In common with many UK airports, Birmingham has had to ensure
the long-term viability of the business in the face of unprecedented
losses and this has inevitably meant re-sizing the workforce to
match the new reality of greatly reduced passenger numbers. With
this has come the loss of many years of accumulated experience
and expertise. Jobs have been lost across all areas of the business,
but those working directly with passengers in customer-facing roles
have been hardest hit. But a number of innovative schemes to reduce the impact of job losses on both the individuals involved and
on the business are being implemented.
On page 8 of this edition, we report on the development of the new
Inland Border Facility at the Airport site where HMRC will carry out
additional border checks on HGV’s travelling to and from the channel ports. Approximately 150 staff will operate the site in shifts and
there will be local job opportunities in roles such as site management, inspections, front office, traffic management and security.
Now, in an agreement between Birmingham Airport and HMRC’s
operational partner Mitie, some of those roles will be filled by airport
security officers whose jobs are impacted by the situation at the
airport. They will be seconded to Mitie with the agreement that they
will return to the airport to undertake a working shift in their security
officer role each month, in order that their training and skills remain
current to comply with Department for Transport requirements. This
means that as passenger traffic at the airport recovers and there is
a need for more security officers, there is a pool of experienced,
fully trained officers available and ready to re-join the operation. Not
only does this secure employment for those involved, it benefits the
business, because the recruitment and training of security officers is
complex and expensive.
In another innovative new scheme, colleagues in the airport’s customer experience team whose roles have been made redundant will
have the opportunity to employ their highly developed customer
service skills in the NHS, with University Hospitals Birmingham NHS
Foundation Trust (UHB). The initiative is centred on the A&E departments, or as they are sometimes known 'the front doors of the hospital', at the Queen Elizabeth, Heartlands, Good Hope and Solihull
Hospitals. These are the first touch point for the most seriously
unwell patients and deliver life-saving care 24 hours a day. Since
Covid-19 hit, these departments have become busier than ever, but
it is not uncommon for members of the public who are not in need of
emergency care to seek help at A&E for a number of different reasons. UHB has identified the need for talented customer service
personnel to support members of the public with their journey and to
improve their overall experience in A&E. Our highly skilled customer
service team members are ideally placed to use their experience in
dealing with customers in sometimes difficult situations to support of
this initiative and a number of them have been able to apply successfully to make this initiative work.
While we are sad to see friends and colleagues leave the business,
we know they will become a fantastic asset in their new roles and
we wish them every success.
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Airport to host

Airport Developments

new Inland Border Facility
Airport welcomes unusual visitors
As the UK prepares to exit the EU, HM Revenue and Customs (HMRC) is preparing a new
Inland Border Facility on what is currently Car
Park 6 at Birmingham Airport.
New rules come into place on 1st January 2021 requiring additional customs and transit checks on goods
travelling to and from the EU. Where there is no space
at the ports for new border infrastructure, new Inland
Border Facilities are being built.
The new facility, adjacent to Bird island at the Airport
and close the Junction 6, would be well-placed to
serve the M42, which is a major HGV route into and
out of the channel ports and for accessing major population centres in the West Midlands and the NorthWest via the M6.
It will include temporary office buildings, staff and driver welfare facilities. Approximately 150 staff will operate the site in shifts and there will be local job opportunities in roles such as site management, inspections,
front office, traffic management and security.

Residents living close to the airport may have noticed some unusual visitors in recent months as
Birmingham Airport has played an active part in meeting the needs of those operators which
need to continue flying.
With normal traffic at a fraction of the levels we would normally see, there has been plenty of availability on Birmingham’s runway, providing military operators in particular with the opportunity to undertake vital training and familiarisation flights.
Visiting aircraft have included large transport aircraft such as the C130 ‘Hercules’, C17 ‘Globemaster’ and the latest
A400M ‘Atlas’, based at RAF Brize Norton in Oxfordshire, along with helicopters from RNAS Yeovilton in Somerset
and aircraft from other nations, including a Canadian Air Force Airbus A310 and a French Air Force Embraer
EMB121.
For aircrew, these operations enable them to practice using civilian airfields where air traffic control procedures and
navigational equipment may vary from those in service at the military airfields they ordinarily fly from. In situations
where they may be required to divert due to bad weather at their home airfield, or where they are undertaking medical evacuations or VIP transport, this experience enables them to keep their skills up to date. Likewise, for our own
air traffic controllers, who need to maintain their own levels of expertise, these training flights have proved useful at
a time when ordinary traffic has been operating at such a low level.
Other interesting visitors have included a vintage DC3 from Coventry Airport, a Kalitta Air B747 visiting from the US
and a selection of various Antonov aircraft, including an AN74 - unusual for having its twin engines mounted above
the wings - flying in the players and staff of Ukrainian football team Zorya Luhansk for their UEFA Europa League
tie against Leicester City.

The new facility will be temporary and has been designed to ensure there are no significant or long-term
traffic flow or environmental impacts. Based on current
planning, it’s expected that the site will be needed for
up to two years.
.
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